
Abstract
This project consisted in transcribing and annotating Carl Sandburg’s1904 notebook*. The project consisted of transcribing 138 pages 

of a handwritten notebook and then researching the context of Sandburg’s notes and adding annotations, 30 pages of which are completed. 

The transcription and annotations revealed the types of experiences and literature that influenced Sandburg in his formative years after he 

left Lombard College (1904-1906) and gives insights to the creation of Sandburg’s earliest published works, especially the little known 

poetry and prose in some of his earliest publications such as: In Reckless Ecstasy and Incidentals. The processes of transcribing and 

annotating revealed  connections between Sandburg’s early works and personal notes as well as possible influences from the notebooks on 

his later works. The purpose of annotating the transcription is to give context to the notes Sandburg recorded; many of the notes are 

quotations from other works or authors, which displays the sorts of materials Sandburg was reading and what he found important in them

This project is an exceptional opportunity for an undergraduate because the text is in such a primitive state and generally unavailable 

to researchers. Collaborating with my mentor, we prepared this document in an electronic format that not only makes it accessible to wider 

scholarship but also paves the way for use of other archived Sandburg materials. 

*We have named this the 1904 notebook because the dates in the stereoscope accounts match with those of the spring of 1904 and the content coincides with ideas that Sandburg 

published in both of his early works: In Reckless Ecstasy and  Incidentals. 
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Discussion

I was forced to be independent in the work of this project because of the virgin quality of the text.  Even though I had the guidance of my 

mentor I was initially hesitant to make conclusions about the material but learned that there was no “right answer” that would signal the completion 

of my research. However, scholarship builds upon itself and this particular annotated transcription is by no means complete; there is more text to 

analyze and it will reveal more about Sandburg’s poetry. Through the transcription and annotations I gained confidence in my own ability to 

address and be active in new scholarship. This project has achieved the goal of contributing to background knowledge of Carl Sandburg, 

personally, and as an iconic American poet. Sandburg was a master of capturing the human character in his poetry and through his notebooks we 

hope to capture his character.
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-Valesquez, indelicate daughter, tide

One who knows how…[?]

which can m[a]k[e] [?]ld of us p[?]po.- Ston[?]

-Thorsau [?] scopes of  “ in wh[ich] 

church w[orshipped] .

“Why drag in Velasquez?”

“No house that holds Dr. Black

is large enough  for me.”

“My daughter is one of the most

indelicate [girls] I ever saw in my life.”

“Well, let „er drop.”

“Just think! I came all the way

from Europe & mother wasn‟t

dead at all.”

“You must have sold a good deal 

of that since I was here last.” Tide 

had gone down.

-Valasquez, indelicate daughter, tide

One who knows how…[?]

which can m[a]k[e] G[o]d of n[ew]s p[a]p[e]r.- Ston[?]

-Thoreau r[ea]d[in]g scr[a]ps of  “[newspaper] in wh[ich] 

lunch wrapp[e]d . 31

“Why drag in Velasquez?” 32

“No house that holds Dr. Black

is large enough for me.”

“My daughter is one of the most

indelicate [girls] I ever saw in my life.”33

“Well, let „er drop.”

“Just think! I came all the way

from Europe & mother wasn‟t

dead at all.”34

“You must have sold a good deal 

of that since I was here last.” Tide 

had gone down.

Conclusions
In conclusion, this research is valuable to Sandburg 

studies as it examines an untouched, primary text, transfers 

the information into a more accessible electronic format and 

gives background information and context for Sandburg’s 

notes. We will continue to annotate the 1904 notebook and 

hope to continue with some of Sandburg’s later notebooks. 

Ultimately the entire progression of this project has been one 

of discovery: discovery about Sandburg personally, discovery 

about working with primary sources, and discovery about new 

scholarship. 

Carl Sandburg working as a journalist early in his career.

The leather-bound notebooks are 

approximately 8 x 4 inches and 

open upward.

Much of the detailed revision came 

in the second stage of the work, 

during the annotation process.

Original Handwritten Text
AnnotationsTranscription 

31 Sandburg refers to Henry David Thoreau‟s habit of 

eating his lunch like any other working man. Thoreau may 

have appealed to Sandburg for his leading transcendentalist 

ideas and appeal for civil disobedience.

32 Possibly from the British satirical magazine, Punch. The 

entry says: “Eclipsing Himself!—„Why drag in 

Velasquez?‟ as James McNeil Whistler pathetically 

inquired of the gushing lady who had said there were only 

two great artists, namely, the painter she was addressing 

and Velasquez. Lord Rossbery, however was determined to 

„drag in Velasquez‟ for the Eclipse Stakes last Friday at 

Sandown, which H.R.H. the Prince of Wales‟s popular 

persimmon won by a couple of lengths, Velasquez being 

second…” (Punch, Vol.1, 1897, Page 29. 

www.books.google.com.) 

33 Taken from Travelers’ Record. The small situation uses a 

play on words to poke fun: “The daughter was our on the 

veranda one night and some one said to her mother, „Mrs. 

Parvenu, you ought to tell Miss Mary to come in: she has 

no wrap on, and there is a strong draft out there, and she 

looks very delicate.‟ Mrs. Parvenu replied, „Oh, no, you are 

very much mistaken: Mary is the most indelicate girl I ever 

met.” (Published in 1891 by Travelers Insurance Company, 

page 5. www/books.google.com.)

34 Sandburg takes a quote from a short (story?) in the 

magazine, The Successful American. The magazine says: 

“The forwarding of mail to the various parties scattered 

over Europe is a matter that requires the closest attention, 

and is, for the most part, executed with perfect satisfaction: 

but, on one occasion, when two young ladies of the same 

name joined different parties under Mr. Thursby‟s 

direction, a serious blunder occurred. The mother of one of 

the young ladies died suddenly, and the news was cabled to 

the other traveler. Of course she suffered hours of agony on 

the way home, besides having given up her trip, and it was 

no easy matter to adjust the affair satisfactorily. „Just 

think!‟ she exclaimed to a friend in Mr. Thursby‟s 

presence, „I cam all the way from Europe, and mother 

wasn‟t dead at all. Wasn‟t I mad!‟”(Volume 7, Part 1, page 

592. www.books.google.com.) .

The process of transcribing Carl Sandburg‟s 1904 notebook was both challenging and 

exciting. Frustrations during this first stage of the work came mainly from 

indecipherable script and because it was my first opportunity to work in such proximity 

with another‟s shorthand, handwriting, and scribbles. 
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